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Research Question

- How EV batteries can be utilized for larger renewable penetration
- How can a smart grid concept enable EVs to be utilized as storage devices for larger renewable integration into the grid
- What is the effect on transmission lines when EV charging location is far from wind generation regions

Methods and Data

- A mixed-integer multi-objective optimization model is developed on MESSAGE (Model for Environmentally Compatible Energy Supply Strategies and their General Environmental Impacts) platform to connect the supply and demand in an integrated energy system including EVs
- Assuming EV vehicles reaching 100,000 by 2020 in Vancouver, BC.
- BC and Alberta are divided into 8 geographical regions, each bus representing demand for the region
- Resolution of time slices is hourly for 8760 hours of the year enabling hourly smart grid decisions
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Future Work: CA Study

- In California, beside wind, there is also large solar generation. This results in a deeper "duck curve" shape of the net load, d.t. increased renewables.
- STEPS researchers are now starting a project on environmentally compatible transportation technologies in California focusing on EV and hydrogen in the transportation sector, to utilize their storage capability for more renewable energy penetration.
  - Expand BC study methods to California's renewable intensive market & ultimately US nationwide.
  - Conduct a thorough study considering more energy storage possibilities, and focus on the transportation sector.